The Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation celebrates

Dr. Philip Cutler
Recipient of the 2012 Youth to Israel Award
I really felt like I was at a home away from home. I have never honestly felt that feeling before I went to Israel. Now I realize that being Jewish when I grow up is very important. I realize that there are not many Jews left and I can do something to change that by raising my children Jewish. I know I won’t have kids until later in my life but I feel that it is important to at least think about it at this time in my life.

Dan Benson, Peabody

Once I got into Israel it felt surreal, all the history, all the pride, and all the fun coming together. In Israel I felt like I was part of something bigger. I found that Judaism is more than a religion; it is more than secular or Orthodox Jews. Every Jew is part of not just a religion but a culture. My Jewish family is not just limited by blood relatives; I now realize that my family is in every Jewish home. Visiting Israel taught me all of that, and without the contributions of Robert I. Lappin, I wouldn’t have wanted to keep my Jewish faith going to my kids and grandkids.

Frankie Bucco, Wenham

Participating in Y2I is one of the most profound and moving things that I have ever been a part of. On this trip I not only gained a better sense of my Jewish identity but also had my Jewish pride increase tenfold. I found this trip to be a huge impact on my life and it created memories I know will last forever. I know now that I intend to marry Jewish and raise my future children Jewish so that they too can know what it truly means to be a Jew.

David Burdick, Marblehead

Y2I has allowed me to grow not only as a person but as a Jew as well. Y2I allowed me to strengthen my connection to Judaism, a previously abstract aspect of my life that I have admittedly neglected to try to understand or act upon very much. Being in Israel was an experience like none other. I got to experience Judaism instead of just conceptualizing it.

Sam Feinstein, Peabody

During the trip I realized that being Jewish is not just a religion but also, a way of life. The moment I touched the Wall and began to say the Sh’má in my head I felt a rush run through my body, something I had never felt before. I could not stop smiling as I backed away from the Wall. From then on, the rest of the trip I could feel myself glowing with Jewishness. I felt my Jewish identity shine through even more when we met the mifgash of Israeli peers. I wake up every morning now and proudly put on my necklace that has the Sh’má engraved on it and when people ask what it says I explain. I am not ashamed of my religion anymore, I am proud to be Jewish and I don’t think I would have felt this way without going to the Jewish state of Israel with over one hundred teens just like me. I found the Jewish identity inside me and I can let it show now.

Maya Shnider, Manchester-by-the-Sea

The Jewish people love who they are, where they are, and all their people. Israel is a place for all Jews to be at home. Throughout the trip, it was clear that no matter who we are or what we are like; if we are proud to be Jewish, we always have a home.

David Tramonte, Peabody

Read more essay excerpts at the end of this donor book.
In the twelve days I spent in Israel, I learned more about my Jewish heritage than I did in my past sixteen years in Marblehead. Going to Israel made me realize how thankful I am to be Jewish. I never felt strongly about being Jewish, due to the fact that I am not religious. I learned that I do not have to be religious to consider myself Jewish.

Olivia Vener, Marblehead

Y2I has made a huge impact on my Jewish identity. I never thought about my religion this much. I just knew the Judaism was a part of me. Y2I has made me see my Jewish identity in a different view. I don’t just see it as a part of me, I see it as everything I am.

Becky Vulikh, Swampscott

Before my experience in Israel with the Y2I program, being Jewish was nothing to me. It was just my religion and it did not mean anything. But after seeing the sites, visiting the monuments, and immersing myself in the Israeli and Jewish culture my eyes have been opened. I had thought that being Jewish was just a simple fact with no meaning, I now realize that being Jewish makes be part of something much bigger than myself.

Until this trip it did not matter to me whether or not my children and my children’s children were raised Jewish. But now I feel as though if they are not raised Jewish they will be missing out on a beautiful culture and heritage of the Jewish people. I used to think that being Jewish was just something I put on my Facebook profile. Now I see that being Jewish is more than a religion it is a culture, a history, and a gift be a part of. After visiting Israel and the Jewish homeland my views on Judaism and being Jewish have changed so much for the better it is hard to believe. I cannot imagine who and where I would be without my amazing history behind me. I am proud to be an American but even more proud to be part of the Jewish family.

Dan Whitehill, Marblehead

Israel taught me that despite our small size in population and size in a country, it doesn’t affect who we are and should be, and we will always keep fighting for our religion despite the overall massive list of persecutors and enemies so big it would astound James Bond. The Y2I trip to Israel made me experience something I’ve never experienced before, introduced me to new ideas and people I can share my religious background with, and made it easier for me to always be proud of my Jewish heritage.

Jesse Tuttle, Swampscott

I cannot begin to explain the feeling I get when I think about the Jewish teens on this trip and the friendships that I made, as well as the connection I felt to everybody in Israel. It was not just “Oh, everybody is so nice and so friendly.” It was much deeper than that; there was a feeling of united togetherness in Israel. The Jewish people will forever be lucky and successful, because our culture is so strong and stands together for any one Jew.

Nicole Bauke, Gloucester

Going to Israel has made me so proud of my culture and so proud to be Jewish that I don’t know how I ever took being Jewish for granted. Everyone in my grade knows I am Jewish, because I am proud of that fact, but I never really understood that pride until I got to Israel. Being surrounded by people who are also proud of being Jewish, who are also proud of our global family, it made me very aware of how lucky I am. There are only thirteen million Jews in the world. Thirteen million. And I am lucky enough to be one of them.

Jennelle Barosin, Georgetown
Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation

Highlights of 2012 Programming

The Foundation focuses on the 75% of underserved Jewish children who are not enrolled in an intensive Jewish experience, such as Jewish day school or Jewish overnight camp. Each year we successfully reach more than 2,300 Jewish tots through teens and in-betweens, and their parents, who live on the North Shore of Massachusetts. The Foundation is the only Jewish organization on the North Shore to accomplish this by sponsoring more than 130 classes, programs, events and services every year.

Highlights of our accomplishments in 2012 include:

• Participation in our 2012 Youth to Israel Adventure (Y2I) grew by nearly 30% to 100 teens from 14 cities and towns, up from 78 teens in Y2I 2011. Y2I is the most successful community teen Israel experience in the country, attracting more than 60% of the identified pool of teens compared to less than 10% nationally, not including the Orthodox. Key to its success is the fully subsidized 12-day trip to Israel. The Foundation’s new Y2I program partners include AIPAC, which provides leadership training opportunities for Y2I alumni, and Salem State University, which provides a multi-session, introduction to public speaking course for Y2I alumni.

• Enrollment in the PJ Library, the Jewish book-and-CD-of-the-month club for children ages six months to eight years, has soared to more 1,200 children from approximately 700 families.

• A record-breaking 48 teachers, who teach approximately 1,000 of the 1,200 students enrolled in our community’s Jewish schools and camps, participate in Inspirational Jewish Teaching, a free five-session professional development program for educators.

• Rekindle Shabbat entered its 15th year with more than 1,200 families (more than 4,000 children and adults) participating in the program since 1997.

• Hebrew College’s Early Childhood Institute for early childhood educators, filled to capacity for the sixth year in a row, with 25 teachers enrolled, representing all four of our community’s Jewish preschools, with school enrollment in 2012 at approximately 300 students.

• Introduction to Judaism, our community’s free conversion to Judaism course, is in its ninth year with 20 people enrolled, many of whom are planning to convert. Since 2005 the Foundation subsidized 104 conversions to Judaism.

• Program partnerships with Jewish institutions are at an all-time high, bringing hundreds of people through the doors of our community’s temples and JCCs while strengthening Jewish programming for our partners. During 2012 more than 100 of the Foundation’s classes, programs, and events take place in our community’s JCCs and temples.

The Foundation accomplishes all this with a small, dedicated staff of four, only one of whom is full-time.
August 26, 2012

Dear Donors,

I am deeply grateful for your generous financial support of my Foundation’s programs, making it possible for more than 2,300 Jewish tots through teens and in-betweens, and their parents, who live on the North Shore of Massachusetts, to avail themselves of free award-winning Jewish programs every year that build Jewish pride, strengthen connections to Israel, and instill responsibility for our Jewish Family. Together we are building a prouder and stronger Jewish community, nurturing our children who will be passionate and committed leaders in Jewish communities across the country and around the world.

Your support of my Foundation’s work is proof that our Jewish community gets it. “Free Jewish Programs” is the welcome sign to a community that values its members, making participation in Jewish life and connection to the Jewish community accessible, affordable and open to all. Nowhere in North America are the gates to the Jewish community open wider. Thank you for making this possible.

More than 40 years ago the dream of a life-changing Israel experience for our teens was realized with the creation of the Youth to Israel Adventure (Y2I). Nearly destroyed by the Madoff fraud, which wiped out my Foundations’ assets in 2008, Y2I continues to be the most successful community teen Israel experience in North America due to the financial support of more than 800 donors, including the Jewish Federation of the North Shore. In addition to a thriving Y2I Adventure, participation in all the programs of my Foundation is at an all-time high, making our Jewish community unique amongst all others, an accomplishment acknowledged by our illustrious Boards of Advisors.

Thanks to all the donors who help us do what other communities dream of accomplishing.

With deepest gratitude,

Robert Israel Lappin
Trustee
Mazel Tov to Phil Cutter and the Youth to Israel Program,

The Board of Directors and the staff of the Jewish Federation of the North Shore wish a sincere Mazel Tov to Phil Cutter on being the honoree for this year’s Youth to Israel Reunion Celebration. We praise you on your incredible and selfless leadership. Your vision, generosity and service have played a pivotal role in enhancing Jewish life throughout our own North Shore community and in Israel. You continue to lead by example, always inspiring others to join in to support the age-old value of tikkun olam.

We also congratulate Youth to Israel on forty-two years of sending our Jewish teens to Israel. Your remarkable program has had a life-long impact on the lives of thousands of young adults and has enriched and strengthened our Jewish community.

The Jewish Federation of the North Shore is proud of our long partnership with the Lappin Foundation in helping to send teens on this successful Israel program every year. We look forward to working together long into the future. Yasher koach to Bob Lappin, Debbie Coltin and the entire staff of the Lappin Foundation. May you continue to go from strength to strength.

Sincerely,

Joe Sonitz
JFNS President

Liz Donnenfeld
Executive Director
The Foundation is pleased to welcome the inaugural members* of the

Sh’mà Yisrael Society

In recognition of Major Gifts to the Foundation’s Annual Campaign

*Members of Sh’mà Yisrael Society as of August 1, 2012

Visionary
Cohen Hillel Academy
Arthur Epstein
Mark Gelfand
Goldhirsh Foundation
Goldhirsh Levi-Yellin Foundation
Gordon Foundation
Jewish Federation of the North Shore
Andrew and Diane Lappin
Nancy Lappin
Peter Lappin
Robert and Marion Lappin
Howard and Sharon Rich
Steven and Joan Rosenthal
Richard and Dorothy Tatelman
Matthew Warren Young Foundation

Ambassador
David and Michelle Baer
Shendel Bakal
David and Alyse Barbash
Mitchell and Elaine Barosin
Robert and Diane Bauke
Howard and Alison Beader
David and Maureen Benson
Fyodor and Ella Bromberg
John and Dianne Bucco
Mark and Elizabeth Bunal
Doug and Paula Burdick
Richard and Arlyne Campbell
Domenic Centofanti and Rhonda Fogel
Jed and Jessica Chmara
Ken and Anita Coburn
Mark and Valerie Cohen
Steven Cohen and Andrew Macleod
Mark J. Coltin, P.C.
David Cutter
Martha Cutter
Robert and Stacey Edelstein
John and Wendy Ellis
Ralph and Linda Epstein
Peter Feinstein and Miriam Weinstein
Steven and Susan Feinstein
Michael and Joan Finn
Ethan and Larisa Forman
Robert Freedman and Debra Ankeles
Alan and Shari Frost
Jack and Tracy Gamble
Joseph and Dianne Gill
Phil and Elaine Goldberg
Goldberg Properties
Herbert and Mary lou Gray
David and Stephanie Greenberg
Martin and Deborah Greenstein
Tim Greiner and Amy Ballin
Robert and Linda Gross
Marshall Hoffman
Robert and Rosanne Jepsky
Eric and Ruth Kahn
Joe and Kate Kahn
Richard and Susan Kassirer
Harryette Katzen
Madelyn Kelly
Joe and Lauren Lautner
Dr. David and Susan Leader
Michael Leykin
Joseph Lurie and Amy Lurie
Thomas Mackey & Sons, Inc.
James and Jan MacLaughlin
Arkady Mayblyum
Igor Likterov and Elina Mushin
Paul Michaels and Joanna Duby
David and Michelle Myerson
Mark and Sharon Namaroff
Charles and Eve Noss
Clifford and Robin Pine
Dawn Price
Steven and Ellen Price
Prime Motor Group
RE/MAX Advantage Real Estate Peabody
Alan and Amy Resnic
Sidney Robbins Company, Inc.
Dr. J. Myron Rosen
Martha and Max Rubinstein Family Foundation
Sagan Realtors
Scott and Julie Sagan
Herbert and Janet Schlein
Grant and Cindy Scott
Seltser & Goldstein Public Adjusters
Marc and Cheryl Shnider
Temple Smith and Karen Gruskin
Richard Sokolow and Michelle Harris
Susan Solomon
Neila Straub
Lisa Swain
Kim Tarbox
Temple Emanu-El
William and Susan Thorne
Anthony and Cynthia Tramonte
Roger Tuttle and Beth Rooks
Lara Tyler
David Varso no and Jill Goldstein
Robert and Wanda Visnick
Thomas and Ilene Vogel
Roger and Elaine Volk
Tanya Vulikh
Bertil and Barbara Wolf
Adam and Andrea York
Dana Appel Young
Alex and Natasha Yufa
Alla Zolott

Builder
Sherry Albert
The Beal Companies, LLP
Howard and Francine Cook
Marc and Diana Cooper
David and Stephanie Greenberg
Jonathan Horwitz and Patricia Kravitin
Dr. Mitchell and Leah Jacobson
Stephen Muss
Gerald L. Nissenbaum

Pillar
Harold and Janice Cohen
Harold Grinspoon Foundation
Harold and Zelda Kaplan
Judy and Shepard Remis
Robert and Ruthie Salter

Leader
Emilia Black
Gary and Deborah Col tin
Edward and Selma Cutter
Gerry and Stacey Gordon
Gershon and Carol Kekst
Ralph and Harriet Kaplan
Bob and Marilyn Kramer
Richard and Judy Lappin
David and Harriet Moldau
Robert and Leslie Ogan
Rinet Company, LLC
Arthur and Linda Schwartz
David and Flori Schwartz

Visionary $10,000+
Legacy $7,500-9,999
Pillar $5,000-7,499
Guardian $3,500-4,999
Leader $2,000-3,499
Builder $1,000-1,999
Ambassador $500-999
In Honor of

Dr. Philip Cutler

2012 Recipient of the Youth to Israel Adventure Award

Passionate Leader of the Jewish Community

Outstanding Role Model for Our Children

Mensch

Friend

A man I greatly admire and respect

With deepest gratitude for your ongoing support

Bob Lappin
The Foundation Welcomes the inaugural
Boards of Advisors

Thank you to the impressive list of leaders, donors and supporters who help to promote the Foundation’s important work

Robert Israel Lappin
Trustee
Deborah L. Coltin
Executive Director

Honorary Board of Advisors
in formation
Prof. Steven M. Cohen
Director, Berman Jewish Policy Archive @ NYU Wagner
Mayor Kimberley Driscoll
Salem, Massachusetts
Rabbi Yecheil Eckstein
President, International Fellowship of Christians and Jews
Rabbi David Ellenson
President Hebrew Union College
Mark Gelfand
Rabbi Irving “Yitz” Greenberg
Harold Grinspoon
Trustee, Harold Grinspoon Foundation
Charles Jacobs
President Americans for Peace and Tolerance
Morton Klein
National President Zionist Organization of America
Andrea Levin
Executive Director and President CAMERA Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting
Dr. Patricia Maguire Meservey
President Salem State University
Jay Ruderman
President Ruderman Family Foundation
Jonathan D. Sarna
Joseph H. and Belle R. Braun Professor of American Jewish History Brandeis University
Natan Sharansky
Chairman Jewish Agency for Israel
Dr. Marvin Wilson
Professor of Biblical Studies Gordon College

Rabbinic Board of Advisors
in formation
Rabbi Alison Adler
Rabbi Aaron Fine
Rabbi Myron Geller
Rabbi Baruch HaLevi
Rabbi Avraham Kelman
Rabbi Howard Kosovske
Rabbi Steven Lewis
Rabbi Yossi Lipsker
Rabbi Emily Mathis
Rabbi David J. Meyer
Rabbi Avi Poupko
Rabbi Nechemiah Schusterman
Rabbi Deborah Zuker

Board of Advisors
in formation
Cantor David Aronson
Michael Brown
Susan Brown
Ruth Budelmann
Joshua Chmara
Harold Cohen
Gary Coltin
Neil Cooper
Elliot Corman
Gillian Cowen
Dina Davidyan
Dr. Eli Davidyan
Carol Denbo
Margot Einstein
Arthur Epstein
Barbara Gold
Bernard Horowitz

Cantor Idan Irelander
Susan Jacobs
Leah Jacobson
Dr. Mitchell Jacobson
Ralph Kaplan
Andy Lappin
Diane Lappin
Peter Lappin
Richard Lappin
David Lederman
Linda Magalnick
Jordan Miller
Lois Miller
David Moldau
Amy Powell
Robert Powell
Judy Remis
Shepard Remis
Howard Rich
Sharon Rich
Steven Rosenthal
Robert Rothbard
Robert Salter
Barbara Schneider
Arthur Schwartz
Ava Shore
Karen Solomon
Steven Solomon
Joe Sontz
Dorothy Tatelman
Jill Weiner
Irving Weisman
Wendy Wicks
Dylan Woodrow
In *Pirkei Avot, Ethics of Our Fathers*, it is written Who is to be honored? One who honors others. Established in 2011 the Youth to Israel Award is presented annually to an outstanding Jewish community leader and role model. The Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation is honored to present the 2012 Youth to Israel Award to Dr. Philip D. Cutter for his indelible mark on the Jewish community and beyond, serving as an effective leader and remarkable role model.

Quiet and unassuming, Phil is the kind of leader many aspire to be. Patient, kind and witty are only a few of the characteristics that people love about Phil. His warmth and genuine care and concern of others are evident in all he does, whether in his profession as a psychiatrist, as a leader of Gloucester’s Temple Ahavat Achim and of Rockport Music, or as a member of the Board of Directors of the Goldhirsh Foundation.

The Foundation is blessed and privileged to call Phil Cutter a friend and supporter. Since the Foundation’s misfortune in 2008 due to the Madoff fraud, which wiped out the Foundation’s assets totaling eight million dollars, Phil’s involvement has been a key factor in helping the Foundation to recover its vital role in our Jewish community.

Close to 400 Jewish teens living on the North Shore of Massachusetts, have directly benefited from Phil’s efforts, which helped to fund their life-changing Youth to Israel Adventure. Phil’s interest in the Youth to Israel Adventure keeps the program going strong, the benefits of which produce proud and passionate Jewish leaders who are committed to Israel and to our Jewish Family.

Thank you, Phil, hardly seems adequate for all you do for the Foundation, for our Jewish community, and for our youth. We hope the award will, in a small way, remind you of the lasting impact you have on others.

Robert Israel Lappin
Trustee

Deborah L. Coltin
Executive Director
Dad,

You’ve lead the way tirelessly for over thirty-five years.

It is time now for the benefactors of the RILCF, their families, and friends, to acknowledge and validate, the invaluable gift of Jewish continuity, through their own resources and efforts.

You continue to amaze and inspire! With much love:

Diane, Andy, Lauren

Danielle & Alex Lappin
Congratulations to the Foundation for another successful year.

Nancy Lappin &
Benjamin Jacob Lappin Poser

As the world shrinks, we are, simply as humans, obligated to close those gaps of mere miles and kilometers with connections. And as Jews, we are more than obligated to remain connected to each other. In taking care of ourselves, we are preserved for the moment; but by taking care of each other, we preserve ourselves forever.

With the nation of our people often holding the spot of the most hated on earth, the necessity for our togetherness is unquestionable. And by doing so, those who make it possible deserve only the highest praise. Since 1970, out of both the vision and kindness of his heart, Bob Lappin has enabled thousands of our children from his community to experience the connection with Israel they have been blessed to have. Living in an age where everything Israel has a ball and chain of a political connotation attached to it, it is all the more important that Israel be one of our priorities, not only as Jews, but as moral human beings. Through the principal of Tikkun Olam, Israel has the duty of participating in the healing and improvement of the world, and given the opportunity, peace with and prosperity for all others is its passion.

Speaking as one who never went to Hebrew or Jewish day school, I feel, almost because of that, a connection to Israel, and the magic light which Zionism has worked upon we the Jews and they the nations, which I am able only to credit to Bob Lappin and his angelic Debbie.

Benjamin Jacob Lappin Poser
Grandpa,

We’re glad we get to spend so much time with you. You’re a really good jump roper, too. Keep up the good work.

We love you.

Matt, Jackie & Peter Lappin
"A person’s true wealth is the good that he does in the world"

Moliere

We are proud to honor

Dr. Philip Cutter

and the

Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation

for all the good they accomplish in our community and beyond.

COHEN HILLEL ACADEMY

Engaging minds • Inspiring for life

Noah Hartman, Head of School
Six Community Road • Marblehead, MA • 781.639.2880
www.cohenhillel.org
In Memory of Our Son

Matthew Warren Young

Mary Lou Sullivan
Chuck Young
Congratulations to the Lappin Foundation for the continued success of the Youth to Israel Program.

Congratulations to Phil Cutter for your dedicated leadership to the Jewish community.

The Gordon Foundation
Bernard & Sophia Gordon
To Bob,
“Significance is contingent on vision and anticipation, on living the future in the present tense.”
Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel

Bob, through your Foundation you have made a significant contribution to generations. May you continue to be blessed by our Common Creator and all humanity.

To Dr. Philip Cutter,
Your vision, which is pretty fine also, honors the work of the Lappin Foundation. For all the good you do and will do, we are grateful.

Mazel Tov to you. both!

Richard & Dorothy Tatesman
Aria, Lea, Mark, Jason and Heath
Mazel tov to Phil Cutter on receiving the prestigious Youth to Israel Adventure Award and yasher koach to the Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation for its outstanding Jewish programs that are building Jewish pride, connecting our youth to Israel and helping to keep our children Jewish.

Howard & Sharon Rich
Congratulations to the Lappin Foundation and Bob and Debbie for all your hard work and successes.

The Goldhirsh Foundation
Steven & Joan Rosenthal
Congratulations to the Lappin Foundation and Bob and Debbie for all your hard work and successes.

Goldhirsh Levi-Yellin Foundation
The biggest thank you to Bob Lappin and everyone at Y21.

Robert, Ruthie, Jonathan, Gabriel & Ariella Salter
Congratulations to Dr. Philip Cutter

Recipient of the 2012 Youth to Israel Adventure Award

for your very well-deserved honor in recognition of your leadership and devotion to our Jewish community

and

best wishes to Bob Lappin and to the Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation for continued success.

Arthur Epstein & Bryna Litchman
It is our distinct pleasure to honor
Phil and Eve Cutter
for their steadfast commitment and love of community.

Harold & Zellie Kaplan
With best wishes to the Lappin Foundation for continued success.

Shep & Judy Remis

With best wishes to Robert Lappin, Deborah Coltin, and the entire Lappin Foundation staff for all the good work you do.

Chuck Young
With best wishes for continued success to the Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation.

David & Harriet Moldau

“The value of life is best measured by the time spent giving of oneself, sharing wisdom, inspiring hope, and touching hearts.”

Author Unknown

To Dr. Philip Cutter
Congratulation on this well-deserved honor. Thank you for your leadership, commitment, dedication and generosity.

We salute Bob Lappin and the Robert I. Lappin Foundation and the Youth to Israel Adventure for your life-long impact on the children of our community.

Harriett & Ralph Kaplan
Anne & Bob Selby
Mazel Tov Phil
on this most deserved honor.

We stand in awe of your accomplishments
and your generosity of spirit, soul and resources.
You are a role model and a true mensch.

With love and affection,

Flori & David Schwartz
Friend and mentor.
Gabbi and mench.

Your leadership inspires all of us.
Love to you and Eve.

Marilyn & Bobby Kramer
Corey
(Y2I 2012)
Ally
(Y2I 2015)
True to our Communities

We are proud to support the Robert I. Lappin Youth to Israel Adventure

Eastern Bank
Applauding Bob’s continuing effort to enrich our lives.

Arthur & Linda Schwartz
Phil and Eve,
May the years be kind to you,
and may your many good deeds be rewarded
with good health, contentment and peace.

Love,

Selma, Lisa & Ed
Happy 90th birthday, Bob!

Best wishes,

Stacey & Gerry Gordon
We join together with the Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation to honor Dr. Philip Cutter for his outstanding leadership and devotion to our Jewish children and our community.

Carol & Gershon Kekst
The Ogden Goldberg Charitable Foundation
RINET CONGRATULATES
DR. PHILIP CUTTER
YOUTH TO ISRAEL AWARD HONOREE
for his support of the
ROBERT I. LAPPIN CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

RINET is a private wealth management firm serving high net worth individuals and families. Since 1974, we have built long-term relationships with clients by closely understanding their lifestyles and goals for the future. We provide them with flexible, innovative, and trustworthy advice, comprising investment management, financial planning, trust and personal affairs management, and multi-generational tax strategies.
In Honor of a True Tzadik

Robert Israel Lappin

Thank you for everything you do for our community and for our Family.

You inspire us with your brilliance and vigor.

With admiration and love, and a special Mazal Tov on reaching your 90th birthday

Deborah & Gary Colin

In Honor of

Dr. Philip Cutler

Mazal Tov on receiving the 2012 Youth to Israel Adventure Award for your outstanding leadership and commitment to our Jewish youth.

Our community is blessed by your efforts on behalf of our Jewish children, and we are equally blessed to know you.

Thank you for all you do.

Love,

Deborah & Gary Colin
To the Lappin Foundation,
Thank you for all the wonderful work that you do.

Robert L. Beal

THE BEAL COMPANIES, LLP
177 Milk Street, Boston, MA 02109-3410
Tel (617) 451-2100  Fax (617) 451-1801
www.bealco.com

A Full Service Real Estate Firm Since 1888
Congratulations, Phil Cutter!

- Nov 4, 2012 - Rockfest with Rick Recht
- Sep 28-30, 2012 - Madrichim Leadership Retreat
- Nov 18, 2012 - Soup-er Sunday & Mitzvah Day
- Winter 2013 - Laser Quest Lock-In
- Winter 2013 - Snow Tubing Superbowl
- Feb Break 2013 - Habitat for Humanity

Plus, service learning, art, music, justice studies & more!

www.nsteeninitiative.org  ~  www.facebook.com/nsti18  ~  781.244.5544

Mazel tov!

With deep gratitude for your dedication to Israel – and to our children having the opportunity to begin to cultivate their own deep relationship with the richness of Israel.

Rabbi Emily Mathis
Cantorial Intern Kevin Margolius
Rebecca Yazel, President

www.templebethshalom.org  ~  489 Lowell Street, Peabody, MA
Marc & Diana Cooper

David, Stephanie & Jennifer Greenberg
The Alexander Muss High School in Israel is very appreciative and congratulates the Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation in its wonderful work bringing teenagers to Israel.

Stephen Muss
Chairman of the Board
Phil Cutter
A man who loves his family and community!

All the best from the

[Signature]

Edward Zuker
For the Lappin Foundation: Courageously carrying out a most important mission... keeping our kids Jewish.

Thank you with all our hearts.

Leah, Mitch, Andrew, Daniel & Ben Jacobson

Sherry Albert
Congratulations, Dr. Philip Cutter, for being recognized for your continued leadership and dedication to our community.

Awaken your imagination, experience our showroom.
97 River Street, Beverly • 800-649-BATH • designerbath.com
Honoring Bob Lappin
for his years of support for the
incredible Y2I program
and many other distinguished community wide programs.

Risa & Joe Sontz

Grant & Cindy Scott

Anonymous
Dr. Cutter,
Thank you for your kindness.
We love to daven with you.

Diane Bauk & Family

Thank you for your commitment.

Wanda & Bob Visnick

Dr. Cutter,
Thank you for your kindness.
We love to daven with you.

Susan & Steven Feinstien

Thank you for your commitment.

Wanda & Bob Visnick
Phil, Mazel Tov!

David & Michelle Baer

Shendel Bak al Alyse & David Barbash

Ella & Tyodor Bromberg

Sheltal Bakish

Ashie & David Barlish
Phil and Eve Cutter
are examples for us all.
Congratulations Dad on receiving the Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation’s 2012 Youth to Israel Adventure Award.

Love,

Your children & grandchildren

Wendy & John Ellis

Stacey & Robert Edelstein

Ralph & Linda Epstein
Thanks for all you do!

Peter Feinstein & Miriam Weinstein

We are proud to support the Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation.

Joan & Michael Finn

Larisa & Ethan Forman

Debra Ankelès & Robert Freedman
In Honor of Phil Cutter
Recognizing a lifetime of loving service to family, a wide community and his temple.

With love,

Janet & Herbert Schlein
In honor of a superb person and friend, Bob Lappin.

Roger & Elaine Volk
We salute Phil and the Lappin Foundation.

Bert & Barbara Wolf

Andrea & Adam York

Natasha & Alex Yufa

Alya Zolot
Well done Dr. Cutter.
All the best.

C. Mackey & Sons, Inc.

Essex Alarm & Security
7 Quincy Park
Beverly, MA 01915

On behalf of LGI alumnus
Jay Goldberg and Goldberg Properties,
we thank the Lappin Foundation
for its dedication to instilling Jewish pride
in our youth and communities,
support of Israel,
and mission to continue and
strengthen each new generation’s lifelong
commitment to Judaism.

Congratulations to the Lappin Foundation
for all of your fabulous work!
thank you

DR. CUTTER
for
Your Dedication
to Our
Jewish Youth

...we're proud to be on your side.

Martha Morgan &
Dan Ottenheimer

With great appreciation
for all you have done for our family
and our community.

Martha & Max Rubenstein
Family Foundation

Mark J. Coltin, P.C.

Mill River consulting
Civil Engineering • Environmental Permitting
Municipal Environmental Health Consulting

1-866-PRIME10 • DrivePrime.com
PORSCHE • HONDA • TOYOTA • ACURA • AUDI
INFINITI • MERCEDES-BENZ • HYUNDAI

...we're proud to be on your side.
Congratulations to Dr. Philip Cutter for his commitment to our Jewish children and community, and many thanks to Robert Lappin and Debbie Coltin and all those who work and volunteer for the Robert I. Lappin Foundation.

Mazel Tov!

Larry Levine’s Kosher Market

Bernie & Anita Horowitz
RE/MAX Advantage Peabody
www.NorthShoreHomeInfo.com

To Dr. Philip Cutter with much appreciation for all you do for our community.

Seltser & Goldstein Public Adjusters, Inc.
Arlyne & Richard Campbell

Jan & James MacLaughlin

Dawn Price

Amy & Alex Resnic
Sidney Robbins Company, Inc.

Temple Emanu-El, Marblehead
David J. Meyer, Rabbi

Dana Appel Young

CONGREGATION AHABAT SHOLOM
151 Ocean St., Lynn, MA 01902    781-593-9255

Congregation Ahabat Sholom proudly recognizes the outstanding work of Dr. Phil Cutter and of The Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation

From Strength to Strength!
Congratulations Phil on a well deserved tribute.

Don and Jeannie Sudbay
Sudbay Automotive Group
Gloucester, MA

Special thanks to Mr. Lappin and his team for providing our teens with the experience of a lifetime.

Clifford & Robin Pine

Special thanks to Mr. Lappin and his team for providing our teens with the experience of a lifetime.

Mazel Tov.
A Magical Bar or Bat Mitzvah Deserves a Celebration as Special as the Day Itself.

Perfection on Pickering Wharf
235 Derby Street • Historic Salem, Massachusetts
978.352.8528 • www.salemwaterfrontboard.com

tel 978.304.1675     fax 978.304.1670

THANK YOU
Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation and Donors, for your continued support of the Y2I experience and our teens

978-927-3211 • tbabeverly.org

Serving the Greater North Shore Jewish Community for Over 100 Years

STANETSKY HYMANSON MEMORIAL CHAPELS
Salem
781-581-2300
TOLL FREE 800-842-4280

Pre-need Counseling and Pre-payment Planning
A Service Family Affiliate of AFIT and Service Corporation International
92 Rock St, Fall River, MA 02720 • 508-306-2454

Temple Ner Tamid
Our Congregation salutes the Robert I. Lappin Charitable Foundation on its outstanding leadership of our Jewish Community

Temple Ner Tamid 368 Lowell Street Peabody, MA 01960
(978) 532-1293 • www.templenertamid.org
Dr. James I. Garrels
and
Dr. Joan E. Brooks

Cynthia Canavan
and
Mark Chambers

Thank you for your outstanding
commitment to our community.
Laura and Bruce Rafey

You fulfilled your Jewish mission of
making the world a better place.
Neil and Deanna Cooper

Tamar Barlam

Nancy and Paul Cowen

Mazel Tov Phil!
With love and celebration,
Amy and Mark Farber

Mazel tov Philip
on a well deserved honor.
Linda and Mike Frieze
Our sincere thanks and appreciation to the Lappin Foundation for the impact it has made on the lives of our family, friends and the community.

Phyllis and Ramy Osher
With respect and admiration,
Phil, for all you do.
Margie and Jerry Somers

In honor of Robert Israel Lappin
our noble, generous,
courageous compatriot.
Margot Einstein

Thank you
for enriching the lives of
our Jewish children and connecting them
with their Jewish homeland.
Todah Rabah
for your generosity, support
and priceless memories.

Margot Einstein

www.homedecorgroup.com

Marina and Mikhail Rabinovich

German and Galina Chak

Robin and William Friedman
Stephanie Myers

Jonathan Myers

Abby and Craig Grant

Douglas and Elayne Fodeman

Gerri and Andrew Cohen

A faithful man abounds in blessing
(Proverbs 28:20)

Thank you, Phil, for your inspiring devotion and faith.

Rabbi Steven Lewis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stacey and Bob Comito</td>
<td>Congratulations Dr. Philip Cutter and thank you Mr. Lappin!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Lappin and Katie Everitt</td>
<td>You’re a true mensch. Louis and Josette Goldish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil</td>
<td>Congratulations Phil! You’re the best!!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Joel and Nancy Black</td>
<td>L’Chaim! Selma Bell and Mort Rubin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Michael and Phyllis Eidelman</td>
<td>Phil, You’re an inspiration to our community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Epstein</td>
<td>It is an honor to help such a wonderful organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norma and Warren Epstein</td>
<td>Best wishes, Norma and Warren Epstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Budelmann and Sam Silverman</td>
<td>Dr. Michael and Phyllis Eidelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Lappin and Katie Everitt</td>
<td>It is an honor to help such a wonderful organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSJCC</td>
<td>Thank you to the Lappin Foundation &amp; Dr. Philip Cutter for all you do for our community!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem Pediatric Dental &amp; Orthodontic Associates</td>
<td>Congratulations Dr. Philip Cutter and thank you Mr. Lappin!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lappin Foundation &amp; Dr. Philip Cutter for all you do for our community!</td>
<td>It is an honor to help such a wonderful organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark and Judy Arnold</td>
<td>Best wishes, Norma and Warren Epstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis and Josette Goldish</td>
<td>You’re a true mensch. Louis and Josette Goldish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congregation Shirat Hayam Brotherhood</td>
<td>Bringing unity to the North Shore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congregation Shirat Hayam Brotherhood</td>
<td>Bringing unity to the North Shore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Suburban Jewish Community Center Early Childhood Program and Preschool</td>
<td>Thank you to the Lappin Foundation &amp; Dr. Philip Cutter for all you do for our community!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congregation Shirat Hayam Brotherhood</td>
<td>Bringing unity to the North Shore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shubie’s</td>
<td>Nathanson &amp; Goldberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Atlantic Avenue</td>
<td>A Professional Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marblehead, MA 01945</td>
<td>ATTORNEYS AT LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>781-631-0149</td>
<td>ARTHUR GOLDBERG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TWO ATLANTIC AVENUE, 5TH FLOOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOSTON, MA 02110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DIRECT 617-292-0819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAX: 617-210-4824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://WWW.NATGOLAW.COM">WWW.NATGOLAW.COM</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Stephanie and John Walsh
- Laura and Laurence Stock
- Susan and Mike Brown
- Judy and Richard Lappin
- Sharon Ditchek
- Heather Fearn
- Judith and Leon Drachman
- Robyn Glazer Milbury
- and Thomas Milbury
- Sylvia and Irving Wortsman
- Elizabeth and Martin Rogosa
- Ronda and Stuart Spitzer
- Heather and Robert Scholnick

Shubie’s
16 Atlantic Avenue
Marblehead, MA 01945
781-631-0149

RAGS
Congratulations Philip!

**RAGS • TOWELS • WIPES**
We Make Wiping Easy®
Call 800-225-9473
or visit us online! www.ercwipe.com

from your friends at
Shirat Hayam
www.ShiratHaym.org
We practice radical hospitality.

Phil, thank you is not words enough
for being more of a son, as have Eve,
through a difficult period.
Abraham Baron

Heather Fearn
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanci and Leaman Hodge</th>
<th>Lisa Stern Taylor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thank you for all you do for our community! Susan Jacobs and Andrea Ring</td>
<td>Thanks for all you do to inspire our Jewish youth. Wendy and Conrad Wicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you for helping to keep our children Jewish. Janice and Marty Labell</td>
<td>Winer Brothers Ace Paint and Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congratulations to a real mensch! Nancy and Michael Leavitt</td>
<td>Alan S. Pierce &amp; Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congratulations to Phil on a well-deserved honor. Victoria Linsky and family</td>
<td>Proud to support your work. Clarke Brothers Fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With best wishes and congratulations on a well-deserved honor. Patricia Maguire Meservey</td>
<td>With love and admiration. Meredith Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With our very best wishes to a very special man. Martha and Mel Rosenblatt</td>
<td>Freedom and independent living for all is the credo of ILCNSCA and we support the Lappin Foundation’s commitment to education of youth, support to Families and to always support the exploration of one’s collective and personal history and path to obtain and protect independence and freedom both in Israel and the USA. Thank you Robert Lappin and the Foundation for your great work. Independent Living Center of the North Shore and Cape Ann, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack and Arlene Stahl</td>
<td>Cohen Productions Professional Entertainment and Disc Jockey Service 978-535-0770 <a href="mailto:info@cohenproductions.com">info@cohenproductions.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Friends

Congratulations from Lauralee & Bob
Yett on your outstanding leadership.
Selma’s Dress Shop
Abelson & Company, CPA’s
American Mastercraft
Center for Exceptional Dentistry and
Dental Sleep Medicine
Chelsea Jewish Foundation
Barry Berman, CEO
Complete Copier & Sales Co.
Israel Book Shop, Inc.
King Fish Media, LLC
Salem Academy Charter School
Temple Shalom, Salem
Boy Scout Troop 51 of Georgetown
In honor of Dr. Philip Cutter from the
Rocky Neck Art Colony
E. McGrath, Inc.
Jim DiNardo
Harvey W. Levin, Attorney at Law
Marblehead Natural Healing,
Dr. Devorah Feinblom
Temple Sinai of Marblehead
Gilbert & Cole Building Products, Inc.
Chyten Tutors
Congregation Betenu
Golden Link
Merrimack Media, Jenny Chava Hudson
Phyllis Levin, Sagan Realtors
CollegeBound Coaching, Phil Sloan
Campus Connections, Phil Sloan
Congratulations on your well deserved
community award. Admire your
dedication. Bernice Blitz
In honor of Dr. Phil Cutter from
Irina Cohen
Thank you for all you do for our
community! Carol and Sam Denbo
Thank you, Phil, for all you have
done. Alan Feldman and Carol Seitchik
In honor of Phil Cutter from
Rabbi Myron S. and Eileen Geller
In honor of Phil Cutter from
Kurt Goldschmidt and Lee Grune
Congratulations Phil. Well-deserved!!
Ed Hart and Anita Robboy
You won’t believe it. We’re at a loss
for words. Sandie and Josh
Congratulations and thank you for
your outstanding leadership.
Mimi and Owen Kantor
Thanks for all you’ve done with such
style and mentchlichkeit.
Marty Katz and Adena Geller
For all you’ve done and all you do.
Much love, Marty and Amy Kaplan
Congratulations! From David
and Enid Wise
In honor of Phil Cutter from
Lois Levine and Beverly McKeen
In memory of Richard “Dick” Callum
Melvin and Shirley Merken
Your generosity to so many local
institutions is most appreciated.
Lewis and Judith Nitkin
We are grateful for your dedication
and service to the community.
Jane and Bruce Rosenberg
Congratulations from Maxine and
Jerry Rosenberg
In honor of Dr. Philip Cutter from
Frances and Robert Rosenblatt
Thank you for all you do for youth in
our community and beyond!
Joanne Scott
In honor of Phil Cutter from
Kate Seidman
My very good wishes to a very good
man. Elinor Shankman
Phil, master weaver, you have made
us whole and strong. Ellen Solomon
In memory of my wife, Rosalyn,
Kenneth Weisman
In honor of the Rabinowicz Sisters,
Susan and Gerald Wolper
Atlantic Lab Equipment
atlanticlabequipment.com
Bay State Windows
baystatewindowfashions.com
Marla Kovner, By Invitation Only,
“Where Great Parties Begin”
Amour Gallery and Framery
Barry Feinstein & Associates
Denmar Precision Machine, Inc.
Labell & Associates Physical Therapy
www.labellpt.com
To our dear friend Phil Cutter with love
and thanks, Carole Sharoff and
Bill Fonvielle
Susan Abkowitz
Kate and Dennis Aikman
Kristin and Andrew Allen
Judith and Leonard Allen
Alisa Alvarez-Dobrusin
Marilynn and Edwin Andrews
Jo Anne and Martin Applestein
Madeline August
Dennis Averin, Y2I 2011
Herbert Baker, in honor of Phil Cutter
Jonathan Band, Y2I 2011
Stephanie Band
Lindsay Barbash, Y2I 2011
Jodie Barnett
Pearl Bass
Susan Batsinelas
Marc and Cindy Bello
Arthur and Bernice Bennett
Ruth Berg
Alexander “Axi” Berman, Y2I 2011
Edward and Kerry Berman
Eugene Berman
Susanna “Rosie” Berman, Y2I 2011
Amy Berns
Jeffrey “Bing” Bial, Y2I 2010
Dorothy Bialer
Irene and Allan Bikofsky
Alex Blayer, Y2I 2011
Talia Blyer, Y2I 2011
Harrison Bond, Y2I 2011
David Bornstein, Y2I 2011
David and Julie Bornstein
Rachel Brenner, Y2I 2011
Edward Breiner and Bella Agnanovich
Eugene Bromberg, Y2I 2011
Doug and Alisa Brown
Corey and Dorian Brown
Randi Brown
Bettina Bucco, Y2I 2011
Austin L. Cable
Rimma Cabral
Marc and Debra Cadorette
Clark and Laura Caplan
Jake Carey, Y2I 2011
Dennis Carlberg and Wendy Frontiero
Paula and Harvey Chandler
Phillip Cherner, Y2I 2011
Mark Chulsky
Carol and Robert Cipriani
Barry and Caryn Cohen
Gary and Kathy Cohen
Josh Cohen, Y2I 2010
Karly Cohen, Y2I 2011
Leo Cohen, Y2I 2011
Terri Cohen
Evan Collin
Melissa and Barry Comak
Heather Comak
Marlene Conroy
Tracy Cranson
Julie Cummings
Howard and Suzanne Dantowitz
Adi Davidyan, Y2I 2011
Dr. Eli and Dina Davidyan
Idan Davidyan, Y2I 2011
Adena D’Avolio
Sharon Wyner and Anthony D’Avolio
Gabrielle D’Avolio, Y2I 2010
Aaron DeAngelo, Y2I 2011
Al and Judy DeGroot
Eric Der, Y2I 2007
Eva Der, Y2I 2011
Brian and Stacey Devendorf
Lesley and Ric Dexter
Susan and Richard Dinkin
Carol and Ira Diner
The Dorflinger Family
Nora Duncan, Y2I 2010
Judith and Larry Dunn
Betty and Ira Dyer
Judy Eidelman
Max Eidelman, Y2I 2011
Dorothy Eisenman
Rosalyn Epstein
Susan Tomases and Paul Erhard
Jay and Rosalyn Estekes
Benjamin and Lisa Fabry
Barry and Gail Falkoff
Grace Farnan, Y2I 2010
Janet Farnan
Sumner and Harriet Feinstein
Marjorie Detkin & Fred Feldman
Amy and William Flaxer
Alegria and George Freedman
Sheldon Frisch and Dr. Fern Selesnick-Frisch
David and Ivy Finn
Julia Geisman
Jonathan Finn and Stacey Gordon
Ethel Flame
Harriet and Edwin Flashenberg
Pauline Flaxer
Michael and Hilary Foutes
Harold Fox and Marcy Tannenbaum-Fox
Marcie Freedman
Rachel Gershikl, Y2I 2011
Mark and Wendy Gershikl
Jake Gilbert, Y2I 2011
Phillip Giliver, Y2I 2011
Evan Gilman, Y2I 2010
Norma and Deborah Ginsberg
Karen and Michael Ginsburg
Allison Goldberg, Y2I 1983
Dana Goldberg, Y2I 2011
Rabbi Jonas and Chelly Goldberg
Saul and Sarah Goldberg
Morris Goldfield
Benjamin Goldman, Y2I 2011
Daniel Goldman, Y2I 2008
Irina Goldsher
Samantha Gonick, Y2I 2011
Jessica Greenbaum, Y2I 2011
Lauri Hahn
Peter and Connie Harris
Angela Harrison-Sleeman
John Hayes and Dominique Pahlavan
Lola Cutter Hensel
Todd Hirshon
Jennifer and Christopher Hockett
Aviv Hod
Sandra and Harold Hoffman
Suzanne L. Hozubin
Chris and Barbara Hudson
Leah Shriro and Robert Hughes
Norman and Susan Jepsky
Bari and Wayne Johnson
Donald and Edna Kaplan
Carrie and Harvey Kaplowitz
Laurie B. Katz
Lawrence and Amy Katz
Paige and Michael Katzenstein
Ben Katzman, Y2I 2011
Joan & Richard Kessel
Paula and Jim Kesslen
Dr. Jeffrey and Debbie Kintish
Naum Kipervasser
Susan Kline
John David Koob
Ann Laaff
Amy Langsam, Y2I 2011
Larisa Last
Cheryl and Jeff Levin
Drew Levin, Y2I 2010
Beti Levine
Phyllis Levine
Laurie Jacobs and Steven Levine
Gerald and Roseanne Levinson
Brenda and Richard Lewin
Mark and Joanne Libon
Andrea Lifman
Rick and Andrea Linn
Jessie K. Lipson
Samantha Lovins, Y2I 2011
Donna Lubarsky
Ellen and Eric Mader
Debra and Joel Margolis
Henny and Herbert Margoshes
Alexandra (Sasha) Matushevich, Y2I 2011
Irina Mazina and Boris Mazin
Shari and Steve McGuirk
Luoise and David Mendelsohn
Elaine Merken
Shirley and Melvin Merken
Ellen Miller
Terri Miller
Tali and Mark Minelli
Eugenia and Robert Mishkin
Jane and Leonard Mulman
Lila Musinsky
Scott Myerson, Y2I 2010
Lisa and David Nagel
Jake Namaroff, Y2I 2010
Gay Novack
Judith Ogan
Sally and Rodney Palmer
Gary and Donna Paresky
Alvah Parker
Michael and Sarah Patt
Marisa Paul, Y2I 2011
Talya Paul
Michael and Ann Pearlman
Nancy Perkus
Sheryl Perlrow
Mike Petrino, Y2I 2010
Linda and Mark Petrino
Jennifer Pomerantz
Calvin and Arline Porter
Benjamin Poser, Y2I 2010
John and Margaret Potorski
Julian and Meryl Rich
Evan and Dana Rimer
Joseph and Joanne Robbins
Arlene Rosen
Elaine Rosen
Elizabeth Rosemark, Y2I 2010
Samanta Rosenburg, Y2I 2010
Evelyn and Howard Rosenkrantz
Jerry and Barbara Rosman
Betty and Steven Ross
Jeff Rubin
Edward and Sheila Rudd
Arthur Sands
Shari Sarnevitz and Rekindle Group
Phyllis Savin
Barbara Schneider
Hannah Schwartz, Y2I 2011
Jordan Schwartz, Y2I 2011
Tessa Schwartz, Y2I 2010
Alan and Ruth Shachtman
Cara Shaer
Beverly Shapiro
Daphna Shemesh
Lior Shemesh, Y2I 2011
Miriam Dunau and Norman Sherman
Daria Shnider, Y2I 2010
Angela Shpolberg
Norma Shribman
Lawrence and Miriam Shutzler
Rachel Shwartz
Dr. Michael and Brenda Silverman
Jodi and David Slomsky
Ben Small, Y2I 2011
Barbara Smidt
Emanuel and Janet Smikun
Jacob Soll
Dean and Gayle Solomon
Sharen and Jon Solomon
Ken Soltz
Barbara Steinberg
Regina and Vlad Stolerman
Margo Suckney
Marilyn and Sheldon Sullaway
Alan and Andrea Titelbaum
The VanDusen Family
Vitaly Vatnikov
Olga and Mark Vaysman
Andrew Visnick, Y2I 2010
Polina Vulinik, Y2I 2010
Clifford and Laura Watkin
Rabbi Edgar and Yvonne Weinsberg
Allison Wolper
Dylan Woodrow, Y2I 2010
Dr. and Mrs. Joel Wyner
Jeffrey Yanagi
Hannah Yanofsky, Y2I 2011
Marcia and Benjamin Yellin
Jill and Bradley York
Lynn Zabar
Andrea Zecha
Josh Zeff, Y2I 2011
Julianne Zeff, Y2I 2011